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QUESTION 1

The Chief Security Officer (CSO) has requested a vulnerability report of systems on the domain, identifying those
running outdated OSs. The automated scan reports are not displaying OS version details, so the CSO cannot determine
risk exposure levels from vulnerable systems. Which of the following should the cybersecurity analyst do to enumerate
OS information as part of the vulnerability scanning process in the MOST efficient manner? 

A. Execute the ver command 

B. Execute the nmap -p command 

C. Use Wireshark to export a list 

D. Use credentialed configuration 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 2

Which of the following is a best practice when sending a file/data to another individual in an organization? 

A. When encrypting, split the file, and then compress each file. 

B. Encrypt and then compress the file. 

C. Encrypt the file but do not compress it. 

D. Compress and then encrypt the file. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 3

A centralized tool for organizing security events and managing their response and resolution is known as: 

A. SIEM 

B. HIPS 

C. Syslog 

D. Wireshark 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 4

When network administrators observe an increased amount of web traffic without an increased number of financial
transactions, the company is MOST likely experiencing which of the following attacks? 
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A. Bluejacking 

B. ARP cache poisoning 

C. Phishing 

D. DoS 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 5

Ann, a user, reports to the security team that her browser began redirecting her to random sites while using her
Windows laptop. Ann further reports that the OS shows the C: drive is out of space despite having plenty of space
recently. Ann 

claims she not downloaded anything. The security team obtains the laptop and begins to investigate, noting the
following: 

File access auditing is turned off. 

When clearing up disk space to make the laptop functional, files that appear to be cached web pages are immediately
created in a temporary directory, filling up the available drive space. All processes running appear to be legitimate 

processes for this user and machine. Network traffic spikes when the space is cleared on the laptop. 

No browser is open. 

Which of the following initial actions and tools would provide the BEST approach to determining what is happening? 

A. Delete the temporary files, run an Nmap scan, and utilize Burp Suite. 

B. Disable the network connection, check Sysinternals Process Explorer, and review netstat output. 

C. Perform a hard power down of the laptop, take a dd image, and analyze with FTK. 

D. Review logins to the laptop, search Windows Event Viewer, and review Wireshark captures. 

Correct Answer: B 
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